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Abstract
We describeLPSP, a domain-independentplanning algorithm
that searches the space of linear plans using stochastic local
search techniques. Because linear plans, rather than propo-
sitional assignments, comprise the states of LPSP’s search
space, we can incorporate into its search various operators
that are suitable for manipulating plans, such as plan-step
reordering based on action dependencies, and limited for-
ward/backward search. This, in turn, leads to a ﬂexible plan-
ningalgorithmthatoutperformstheSATPLANplannerondif-
ﬁcult blocks world problems.
1 Introduction
The last several years have witnessed the emergence of
a number of novel classical planning algorithms, includ-
ing Ginsberg’s approximate planning [Gin96], Blum and
Furst’s GRAPHPLAN [BF95], Kautz and Selman’s SAT-
PLAN [KS96] constraint-based planning [JP96] and reﬁne-
ment planning [KKY95]. While considerable research has
been directed in the last decade toward the development of
least-commitment plannersthat search inplanspace—witha
notablelineage deﬁned byTWEAK [Cha87], SNLP [MR91]
and UCPOP [PW92]—these new algorithms employ ideas
that differ, sometimes considerably, from those underlying
more classic work in generative planning.
SATPLAN, in particular, is a very different form of plan-
ner, seemingly relying on almost none of the intuitionsused
to develop state-space or plan-space planners in the past.
While similar in some respects to constraint-based planning,
it embodies none of the concepts usually used to direct the
search for plans, such as projection, regression, means-ends
analysis, producers, consumers, causal links, threats, clob-
berers, and so on (at least not explicitly). Instead, using a
propositional encoding of a planning problem, it searches
stochastically for a satisfyingassignment, from which a plan
can be extracted.
  On many problems, it outperforms other
planning approaches by orders of magnitude.
While SATPLAN’s success is certainly good news for
those concerned with the prospects for generative planning,
one cannot but admit a certain disappointment that many of
1Dependingonthechoiceofencoding,thesepropositionalmod-
els may encodeplan steps, intermediate states, or both.
ourintuitionsaboutplanning,embodiedinsuchelegantalgo-
rithms such as SNLP and UCPOP, may have outlived their
usefulness. Although many new and interesting questions
ariseinthecontextofsatisﬁability-basedplanning,onemight
hopethatnotionssuchasmeans-endsanalysis,threats,causal
links, etc. might still have a role to play in computationally
effective planning.
 
In this paper, we propose a novel planningalgorithm that,
like SATPLAN, is based on stochastic local search; but un-
likeSATPLAN, ourmethodsearches over thespace oflinear
plans and uses explicit plan construction steps—involving
means-endanalysis,projectionandthreatremoval—todeter-
mine successors in state space. The LPSP algorithm (linear,
plan-space,stochasticplanner)thusrequiressearch operators
that are substantially more expensive computationally than
those of SATPLAN, yet it is able to ﬁnds solutions to very
largeproblemsina verysmall numberofsteps. Forinstance,
on the large blocks world problems discussed in [KS96],
 
LPSP is able to ﬁnd the optimal solution between 2 to 10
times faster than SATPLAN using roughly 100 steps.
This research ispart ofa more extensive research program
aimedatunderstandingstochasticplanningandstochasticlo-
cal search. We were in part motivated by the question of
whether the use of a detailed, low-level propositional rep-
resentation of planning problems is an essential aspect of
stochastic-search based planning, and speciﬁcally the suc-
cess of SATPLAN. LPSP shows that by returning to more
traditional search spaces, we can beneﬁt from many of the
intuitions developed in past planning research. During this
ongoing quest, we have come to appreciate the error in the
illusoryview that SATPLAN is devoid of such insights. For
example, if one examines the detailed interactions of linear
encodings of a planningproblem [KMS96] withthe Walksat
search mechanism [SKC94], we can see that SATPLAN has
a bias toward (implicitly)extending valid (or near valid) ac-
tions sequences. In other words, the encoding provides cer-
tain information that can be exploited in a way that appears
2Of course,it hasnot beenclaimed that stochasticplanningout-
performs more traditional approaches on all domains, and an un-
derstandingof the nature of domainson which it is better/worse re-
mains an issue.
3Thatis, bw-large.d: a 19 blockproblem (18 stepoptimal plan);
and bw-large.c: a 15 block problem (14 step optimal plan).to embody certain planning intuitions; but this interaction is
often accidental, and can be hard to verify. Furthermore, it
can be almost impossibleto applynew planningintuitionsto
search guidance: one must devise a new encoding whose in-
teraction with stochastic search embodies these intuitions.
The approach taken in LPSP is to provide a representa-
tion that allows these explicit planning intuitions and oper-
ators to impact search. In fact, as we describe in the con-
cluding section, LPSP is a speciﬁc instance of a more gen-
eral approach that admits different plan representations and
search procedures. Our LPSP algorithm is quite simple; it
operates roughly as follows. We generate an initial linear
plan (sequence of actions of ﬁxed size) from which search
proceeds. Wealsoassume theexistenceofa scoringfunction
thatmeasures thedegreeofconﬂictexhibitedbyaplan: plans
with a higher score are “less valid” than plans with a lower
score. We then compute plan successors by considering the
replacement of each action with a different action. We then
apply the best replacement (i.e., choose the successor with
theminimalscore),unlessnoreplacement improvesthescore
of the current plan. In this case, we do one of two things: if
the current plan score is sufﬁciently high (i.e., it has a large
number ofconﬂicts),we performa stochasticshufﬂingofthe
plans actions; if thescore is low(i.e., it ispromising)we per-
form an optimizationstep involvingthe (stochastic) applica-
tionofvariousplan constructiontechniqueswithlimitedfor-
wardsearch. ThisoptimizationstepdifferentiatesLPSPfrom
SATPLAN to great degree, and relies on the choice of plan
space as our search space. It is also crucial to the success of
LPSP—without it the planner’s performance is abysmal.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Following
a brief review of the classical planning problem, we present
a more detailed descriptionof the LPSP. This is followed by
a descriptionof our experimental results comparing LPSP to
SATPLAN, and a short discussion.
2 The Planning Problem
We focus on the well-known classical AI planning problem.
We assume we are given an initialstate
I, a set of goal states
G, and a set of actions
A (i.e., partial functions mapping
states to states). Our task is to ﬁnd a sequence of actions
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i such that the sequential applicationof these ac-
tion in this order starting at
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G (i.e.,
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G). The complexity of this
planning problem depends on the language used for describ-
ing
I
 
G and
A [ENS95].
We adopt the popular STRIPS language for representing
actions [FN71]. We consider problems formulated using a
propositionalSTRIPS representation, where the states corre-
spondtopropositionalassignments, goal states are described
via conjunctionsof propositions,and actions are represented
using two lists: the precondition list, containing a conjunc-
tionofpropositions,and theeffect list,containinga conjunc-
tion of literals.
  An instance of the move action from the
blocksworlddomainisshowninFigure1. The actioncan be
4Weassumeabasicfamiliarity with theseideas. For awell writ-
ten introduction, see [Wel94].
MOVE(A,B,C) --
preconditions: ON(A,B) & CLEAR(A) & CLEAR(C)
effects: ON(A,C) & CLEAR(B) & -CLEAR(C)
& -ON(A,B)
Figure 1: An instance of the MOVE action
applied in all states in which the list of preconditions is sat-
isﬁed, and its result is obtainedby addingto the current state
description all positive literals in the effect list and negating
all those propositionsthat appear as negative literals.
The basic structure used in this paper is a linear plan.
A linear plan is simply a sequence of actions
h
a
 
 
 
 
 
 
a
n
i.
Such a plan is called valid with respect to initial state
I,
if for each
i
 
n, the action
a
i can be applied at state
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); that is,
a
i’s preconditions hold in
this state. A valid plan is a solution(w.r.t.
I,
G) if the appli-
cation of each action results in the some state in
G. Follow-
ing[MR91], we introducetwo artiﬁcial actions: an action
a
 
that must be executed ﬁrst in any valid plan, whose effect is
to produce the initial state
I; and action
a
1 that must occur
last in any valid plan, and whose preconditions are the goal
conditions. This ensures that ﬁnding a valid plan automati-
cally produces a successful plan (by removing
a
  and
a
1).
3 The LPSP Algorithm
The LPSP algorithm searches through the space of linear
plansfora solution. Wedescribethealgorithmassumingthat
plans of a ﬁxed length
n are being searched. We deal with
arbitraryplans usingtechniques similarto those described in
[BF95, KS96]. Its basic structure is as follows.
Repeat until a solutionhas been found or a maximum
number of iterations have been tried
1. Initializecurrent plan
P
2. Repeat until a solution has been found or a maximum
number of search steps have been tried
(a) Let
S
=
s
(
P
) be the current plan score
(b) Call ChooseAction
(
P
 
S
)
(c) Let
a
k be action chosen for replacement and
S
n
e
w
=
s
(
P
0
) where
P
0 is obtained by this replacement in
P
(d) If
S
n
e
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S, let current plan be
P
0;
(e) Else if
S
 
 , call Optimize
(
P
 
S
) and let current plan
be resulting plan;
(f) Else call Shufﬂe
(
P
 
S
) and let current planbe resulting
plan.
The algorithmassumes thata methodforgeneratinginitial
planshas been given and that a scoringfunction
s measuring
the “degree of conﬂict” in a plan has been provided. It uses
a procedure ChooseAction
(
P
 
S
) that greedily selects an ac-
tion
a
k inplan
P tobe replaced bysome new action
a
0
k. This
selection is based on the improvements in score offered by
candidate replacements. If the selected replacement actually
results in an improvement, we update the current plan and
proceed with the search. Otherwise, replacement offers no
improvementandweconsidertwoalternatives. Ifthecurrentplan score is below some optimizationthreshold
 , we apply
an optimization procedure to
P; intuitively, if
P is reason-
ably good, we will perform some plan-directedsearch. If the
threshold is exceeded, we apply a random Shufﬂeprocedure.
We describe each of these components in turn.
3.1 Initializationand Scoring
Thesearchprocedureisrestartedwithanewplanafteramax-
imum number of search steps and search is stopped after a
maximumnumberoftries. Thisgeneral scheme canbefound
in many stochastic local search algorithms, such as GSAT
[SLM92] or Walksat [SKC94] A plan is initializedat the be-
ginningofa search tryusingbi-directionalsearch. Iftheplan
length is
n, we choose the last
n
 
2 actions byperformingre-
gression from the goal state. If multiple actions can be ap-
plied, one is chosen randomly. We choose the ﬁrst
n
 
2 ac-
tions using an analogous forward search throughstate space
(again randomly choosing from among multiple applicable
actions). Thus the initial plan consists of two “valid” frag-
ments that are (highly)unlikelyto match where they meet.
The scoring function
s is deﬁned as follows. For each ac-
tion in the plan, its required atoms are those ground atoms
that appear in some literal in its precondition list (i.e., these
are preconditions without polarity). For any action
a
k in
P
and required atom
q, the most recent action for
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k, that has an effect on
q.
  Iftheeffect of
a
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a
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a
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a
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=
0. Intuitively, this means there
is no conﬂict in the plan with regard to
a
k’s preconditionin-
volving
q. Otherwise, there is a conﬂict in the plan in this
regard, and we let
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P and each of
a
k’s required atoms
q.
Although we arrived at this scoring function empirically,
we believe that its main effect is to favor resolutionof a con-
ﬂict between action
a
j’seffects and
a
k’spreconditionsbyin-
sertionofan actionbetween
a
j and
a
k, ifpossibleat position
j
+
(
k
 
j
)
 
2): thisleads tothegreatest reductioninthescore
of the plan (in this dimension).
 
3.2 Selecting Actions for Replacement
Havingdescribedthescoringfunctionandtheplaninitializa-
tionstep, we nowdescribe the main subroutinesof LPSP. As
mentioned above, given a current plan with score
S, we ﬁrst
attempt toreplaceoneofitsactionstoimproveitsscore. This
is the function of the ChooseAction procedure which is de-
tailed in Figure 3.2. Intuitively, we calculate for each plan
step
a
k an action
a
0
k such that substituting
a
0
k for
a
k in
P
yields the plan
P
0 with the lowest score among all possible
replacements of
a
k (letthisscore be
s
k). Ifthereare multiple
candidates for
a
0
k (i.e., multipleactions withthe same lowest
score), one is chosen at random. Next, all minimal scores
s
i,
0
 
i
 
n, are compared. Let
i
m
i
n be the index of the ac-
tion that has the smallest value
s
i
m
i
n. One possible strategy
5If no “true” action has an effect on
q, then action
a
0 will.
6Thesecondterm
(
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k
)
2 hasonlyminoreffectontheplanner’s
performance.
Procedure choose_action()
-Let s = score of current plan
-Choose a random permutation tau over 1,...,n
(where n is plan size)
-enough = FALSE
-Repeat for all plan steps in the order
determined by tau or until enough = TRUE
-Let t be the current step; for every
possible action calculate the score
obtained by replacing the current action
in the step t by it
-Let a’ be the action that minimizes this
score, and let s’ be its score
-If s’ < s then
-with probability 0.8, enough = TRUE
-s_new = s’
-act = a’
-k = t
-return s_new, act, k;
Figure 2: Choosing Actions for Replacement
forselectingthenext planistosimplyreplace action
a
i
m
i
n by
a
0
i
m
i
n. Such a greedy replacement step is reminiscent of the
means-endsanalysisunderlyingGPS[NS63]andtheSTRIPS
planning algorithm [FN71]. In GPS, for instance, steps are
addedtoa planinordertoreduce thedifference betweencur-
rent plan steps. In LPSP, the score can be viewed as quanti-
fying the degree of conﬂict between plan steps, and step re-
placement is used to reduce this conﬂict level.
 
As described above, the search has only a small stochas-
tic component. As shown in Figure 3.2, we actually use a
slightly more stochastic hill-climbing approach: rather than
pursuingthesteepest descent, a less greedy stochasticchoice
is made. In particular, a permutation
  of
[
1
 
 
 
 
 
n
] is cho-
sen, andwe calculate
s
 
 
 
 
 
s
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 untilwe ﬁnd
i suchthat
s
 
 
i
  issmallerthanthecurrent score
s. Atthispoint,westop
examining the remaining steps with probability
0
 
8. This re-
duces the computational costs of certain steps and allows for
additional stochasticity in the replacement choice.
3.3 Optimization and Shufﬂing
Actions that reduce the conﬂict level are not always avail-
able. When
s
i
m
i
n
 
s, rather than replace an action we at-
tempt to revise the current plan
P in a way that reorders the
actions. If
s is below some threshold
 
(
n
) (i.e., if
P is rel-
atively conﬂict free), we perform an optimizationprocedure
by applying various plan construction operations to the ac-
tionsin
P. Otherwise, we perform a randomization step—in
particular, we randomlychoose a (random) numberof action
pairs and exchange their place.
 
The shufﬂing stage is important one for LPSP, adding an
important stochastic element to the planner that helps it es-
cape from local minima. The optimization step, however, is
themost crucial step inLPSP. Avariant ofLPSP withoutthis
7A natural extension would be to permit the addition, as well as
replacement, of plan steps that reduce conﬂict level.
8Procedure Shufﬂe simply chooses a random number
1
 
k
 
n, chooses
k random pairs of integers
h
i
 
j
i and exchanges action
a
i and
a
j in
P for each such pair.Procedure optimize()
-For i=1 to n-1
-For j= i+1 to n
-if i depends on j then
exchange steps i and j
-For i=1 to n-1
-For j= i+1 to n
-if i threatens j then
exchange steps i and j
-If new_score not better than old_score then
-let S be the initial state
-make all actions in plan unchosen
-while possible
-choose an unchosen action whose
-preconditions are satisfied at S and
mark it chosen
-Reassign to S the state obtained by
applying the chosen action to S
Figure 3: The OptimizationProcedure
optimization step performs very poorly. Without optimiza-
tion, the LPSP variant is often able to generate plans con-
taining many or all of the steps that appear in some valid so-
lution. Unfortunately, their order is usually incorrect. Since
the random shufﬂing of actions is highlyunlikelyto stumble
uponthecorrectordering,andbecause thecostofeachsearch
step (especially action replacement) is considerably higher
thanthecost ofoneassignment stepoftypicalstochasticSAT
engines, we cannot afford the luxury of waiting for random
shufﬂing of actions to bring about the correct ordering.
The optimization procedure is detailed in Figure 3. It is
a based on the heuristic application of some simple intu-
itions regarding orderingconstraints. Intuitively,we attempt
to identifyincorrectly ordered, but dependent, actions in the
current plan and ﬁx the ordering. We proceed in two stages.
We say that action
a
k depends on action
a
l if
k
 
l,
a
l
has an effect that is a preconditionof
a
k, and no action prior
to
a
k has this effect. We say that
a
k threatens
a
l if
k
 
l
and
a
k has an effect that negates some precondition of
a
l,
and no action
a
j (
k
 
j
 
l) has this precondition as an
effect. Intuitively, if
a
k depends on
a
l, swapping their posi-
tion in the plan has the potential to satisfy the unmet precon-
dition of
a
k; and if
a
k threatens
a
l, swapping has the poten-
tial to remove this threat and satisfy this precondition of
a
l.
Notice that these steps do not completely propagate ordering
constraints as might be found in a partial order planner. The
reasoning used is “incomplete” but very efﬁcient.
 
The ﬁrst stage of optimization examines each action in
P
in turn, determining whether it depends on some following
action; if so, the actions are exchanged in
P. Next, we again
examine each action to see whether it is threatened by some
previous action, and if so, we reverse their ordering. Al-
though this reordering is incomplete (i.e., it does not always
generate a correct ordering of the existing actions), it is suc-
cessful with surprising frequency.
9We haveconsideredthe use of more complete reasoningabout
plan constraints in LPSP. We plan to implement such a mechanism
in the near future, but suspect that the large overhead with these
more complicated searchsteps may prove detrimental.
The second stage of optimization takes place if the ﬁrst
failstoyieldasolution. Thisreorderingphaseisbasedonfor-
ward(state-space) search. Fromtheinitialstate
I, we choose
an action from
P that can be applied at
I and add it to a new
plan
P
0. We then repeatedly choose actions from the (re-
mainder of) current plan that can be added to the end of the
new plan
P
0 (i.e., applied validly). This continues until no
applicable actions can be selected from those left in
P. The
remainingactions are appended in random order to
P
0 toob-
tainthenew plan. We notethatwhen multipleactionsare ap-
plicableat a particularstage of
P
0, theaction usedis selected
randomly.
 
 
4 Experimental Results
The current version of LPSP is implemented in C++. Due
to its early stage of development, a general interface able to
read any domain descriptionis not yet available. Rather, the
action choice procedures have been hand-coded for each do-
main. However, this has been done without adding domain
dependent information. The main implication of this is that
theoverheadofcompilingadomaindescriptionintotheform
used by the planner is saved. However, we anticipate this
stage to be less costly than the plan encoding and the unit
resolutionstage of SATPLAN, and to take time insigniﬁcant
compared to planning time.
Experiments were performed on a Sun Ultra 2 worksta-
tion with a 200MHz processor and 256 MB RAM. We com-
pared LPSP and SATPLAN on the large blocks world prob-
leminstancesthatare describedin[KS96], whereSATPLAN
using stochastic local search (Walksat) and a linear problem
encoding was shown to outperform both GRAPHPLAN and
alternate versions of SATPLAN itself. The problems are:
bw large.a,whichinvolves9blocksandcanbeoptimally
solved using 6 steps; bw large.b (11 blocks, 9 step plan);
bw large.c (15 blocks, 14 step plan); and bw large.d
(19 blocks, 18 step plan).
To ensure a fair comparison, we repeated the SATPLAN
experiments on our machine, using the parameter settings
found in the public SATPLAN distribution. Because local
search steps in LPSP and SATPLAN/Walksat are difﬁcult to
compare, we compared the planners usingCPU times.
 
  For
bothLPSP and Walksat we ran 100tries on each problemin-
stance. As in[KS96], therun-timesforSATPLAN do notin-
clude the time required for transforming the planning prob-
lem intoa propositionaltheoryand fordecoding the solution
from SAT into the planningdomain.
The results appear in Table 1. The parameters used to ob-
tainthese resultsare showninTable 2. As can be seen, LPSP
issubstantiallybetteronthelargeblocksworldproblems,but
marginallysloweronthesmallerproblems. Thisisduetothe
1
0This stage is implemented very simply by choosing a random
permutation of the actions in
P, picking applicable actions in the
order they occur in this permutation, and then swapping them into
the correct position in the plan being generated.
1
1Even for the largest instance, LPSP always ﬁnds a solution
in less than 1000 steps, while SATPLAN requires approximately
ten million steps. But SATPLAN/Walksat performs about 30,000
steps/sec,while LPSP steps might take more than a secondeach.SATPLAN/Wsat LPSP
Problem mean stddev mean median stddev
bw large.a 0.45 0.43 2.01 1.45 1.74
bw large.b 19.14 21.76 26.21 22.74 20.73
bw large.c 513.65 503.45 72.99 43.73 69.36
bw large.d 684.59 588.58 322.13 199.73 353.10
Table 1: Experimental results: Comparing SATPLAN and
LPSP on hard blocks world planning instances. All data are
CPU times in seconds.
SATPLAN/Wsat LPSP
Problem cutoff noise MaxSteps Opt.Thr.
 
bw large.a 100k 0.5 1000 -400
bw large.b 100k 0.35 1000 -1100
bw large.c 3000k 0.2 1000 -1100
bw large.d 6000k 0.2 1000 -2100
Table 2: Parameter settings for SATPLAN and LPSP
much greater cost of each plan transformation step. Hence,
despite the fact that only a few steps are required for ﬁnding
a solution,the overall time is greater than that spent by SAT-
PLAN. However, onthelargerproblems, thereductioninthe
number of steps required is well worth the extra cost.
We also point out that SATPLAN uses a highly opti-
mized implementation of the underlying local search algo-
rithm Walksat, while our LPSP implementation is compara-
tively crude. In addition, we have yet to expend signiﬁcant
effort to optimize the parameters used by LPSP. For SAT-
PLAN/Walksat, it is known that its performance critically
depends on the settings for the cutoff and noise parameters.
Thus, we expect that LPSP can be improved considerably.
Thelargestandarddeviationswhichcan beobservedinthe
running times of both algorithms on speciﬁc problems indi-
cate a very large variabilityin the run-timebehavior of these
stochastic local search algorithms. To study this in more de-
tail, we plotted the cumulative run-time distributions (rtds)
for LPSP on each of the blocks world instances in Figure 4.
As can be clearly seen from the plots, the shapes of the rtds
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Figure 4: Cumulative Run-time Distributions
are similar for all four instances. Intuitively, starting from
an“instance speciﬁc” minimal requiredtime tosolvea given
problem, the probabilityof ﬁnding a plan scales roughlylin-
early with exponentially increasing run-time; that is, to in-
crease theprobabilityofsolvingthe problemfrom
p to
p
+
k,
the run-time has to be multiplied by a constant factor. This
holdsup to a certain maximal run-time after which the prob-
lem is almost certainly solved. Thus, despite the inherent in-
completeness of LPSP, it solves the blocks world instances
with a probability of almost one as the run-time approaches
a certain maximal value. Preliminary experiments indicate
that similar observations hold for SATPLAN/Walksat.
As can be easily veriﬁed, the shape of LPSP’s rtds also al-
lows the efﬁcient use of a very simple parallelization strat-
egy: using independent tries on several processors, a linear
speedup can be achieved. Note that this form of paralleliza-
tionis very easy to implement because there is almost no in-
terdependence between the parallel processes.
We also performed some experiments on the logistics do-
main detailed in[KS96]. Here, SATPLAN substantiallyout-
performs LPSP. In fact, LPSP is currently unable to solve
problemsthatSATPLAN disposesofinroughlytwoseconds.
The difference can be explained by considering the repre-
sentation used by SATPLAN for these problems. The SAT-
PLAN results for the logistics domain were obtained using
a state-based encoding that allows one to consider the con-
current execution of non-interactingactions. In contrast, the
blocks world results were obtained using a linear encoding
(see [KMS96] on this distinction). As such, the SATPLAN
results should be viewed as those of two different planners.
The length of the optimal (linear) plans in the logistics do-
main are at least 47 steps, putting them beyond the reach of
LPSP. Using a state-based encoding, SATPLAN can solve
suchproblemsbecause theoptimal planlengthwhen concur-
rent actions are allowed is only 13 steps. As we discuss be-
low, we do not consider these results discouraging.
5 Discussion
We have presented LPSP, the ﬁrst implemented planning al-
gorithmbasedonstochasticlocalsearchinthespace ofplans.
Our initialexperimental results indicate that on certain types
ofproblems,LPSPscalesupmuchbetterthanSATPLAN and
therefore, other previous planners. On other domains, it is
hindered by its use of linear plan structures.
The main lesson we draw from our initial experience with
LPSP is that there is great potential for planners that use
stochastic local search techniques in the space of plans.
There are two main reasons for this conclusion:
1. LPSP scales up better than SATPLAN as a function of
the plan length on blocks world problems. While SAT-
PLAN exploits well-optimized SAT engines, we haven’t
yet had the opportunityto optimizing LPSP’s parameters.
Moreover, SATPLAN resultsare generally obtained using
different random-walk probabilities for different problem
instances.
 
  In contrast, the only problem speciﬁc param-
1
2We base this observation on the material distributed with the
SATPLAN planner.eter usedinLPSP isthescore threshold
 
(
n
) usedtodirect
plan optimization;thisis due to the fact that average score
is highly dependent on plan length.
2. The use of an intuitive plan representation immediately
suggests the possibility of using of many novel concepts
(such as various plan representations, measures of plan
qualityand plan transformations),developed inthe classi-
cal planningcommunity, by stochastic search algorithms.
This last point is especially important. The dismal per-
formance of LPSP on the logistics domain may suggest dim
prospects for LPSP. But we believe that the use of more so-
phisticatedplanrepresentationsandsearch spaces, especially
those based on non-linear plans, constraint-based planning
representations, and those that allow concurrent action such
as GRAPHPLAN [BF95], offer great promise. Indeed, the
success of SATPLAN using a state-based encoding bodes
well for the extension of LPSP in that fashion.
Stochasticlocal search techniquesforsolvingsatisﬁability
problems have started to gain wide attention in the AI com-
munity and, as a result, considerable advances in the perfor-
mance of these methods have been achieved. The LPSP al-
gorithm is still in its earliest stages of development. It is our
hope that similar improvements will be made in plan-level
stochastic local search techniques.
Thereare anumberofoptimizationsthatwehopetoexam-
ineinthenearfuture,bothwithrespect totheimplementation
and the underlyingalgorithm. For instance, we hope to soon
investigate the use of non-linear and least commitment plan
representations, and more sophisticatedorderingtechniques,
as discussed above. Another idea worth pursuing is direct
search inthespace ofvariable-sizedplans. Thiscouldﬁtwell
withLPSP’soptimizationsteps, whereactionsthatdonotex-
ist in the current plan could be added if needed, or where
existing actions could be deleted if not useful. In addition,
we envisionmany possible avenues ofdevelopment. Forex-
ample, one could combine ideas from SATPLAN and LPSP
by, say, integratingLPSP’s optimizationmethods with SAT-
PLAN’s ability to reason with constraints; or by using SAT-
PLAN forthe initialsearch phase of LPSP. It isour hopethat
additional ideas from more traditional planning algorithms
will be combined with stochastic local search techniques to
yield improved planners.
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